CHAPTER

13 SUMMARY: WRITING

PROPOSALS

A proposal
W ls written to persuade the potential customer to purchase your service or product.
ffi ls written from the perspective and needs of the audience for the proposal'
* ls produced by a collaborative team of specialists when the proposal is complex.
X Consists of the following parts (and may include additional parts, based on the needs
of your topic and specifications of the request for proposals):
r The problem you propose to solve and your solution to it
r The benefits of your solution, product, or service that persuade the reader to
take action
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The dates on which you propose to begin and complete work
The total cost of the project

Any previous positive association between your company and the potential customer (if a sales proposal)
How the job will be done
The procedures you propose to use to perform the work
The materials you will use (if applicable)
The schedule for each stage of the project

Your confidence in your ability-or, if a sales proposal, in your company's
ability-to carry out the project
Your willingness to provide further information
The advantages of your company over its competitors
Your appreciation for the opportunity to submit the proposal
The time period during which the proposal is valid

A list or description of any supplemental materials
An internal proposal
W ls written to a manager within your organization.

W

ls usually written to persuade management to make a change or an improvement or

to fund a project that you would like to launch.
An external proposal
ffi ls written to a potential client outside your organization.
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May be solicited or unsolicited.
Might be written to persuade a potential customer to purchase your company's
products or services.
May be short or long, depending on the complexity of the topic.
ls often time sensitive and must be produced by a collaborative writing team under
the pressure of a tight deadline.
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Writing Proposats
A grant proposal
'i,t4" ls written to a nonprofit organization-local, state, or federal government agency,
educational or research institution, or private foundation.
"l'F;l Is solicited in a grant request for proposals that specifies exactly how the grant
proposal should be organized and what it should contain.

iili

May offer assistance with a project that requires an investigation or research into an
issue.

'itB

May be required to explain the expected outcomes of the project-"Whatwillyou
ach

[f'tj

ieve?"

ls always required to be submitted by a specified date.

A request for proposals

lf,il

ls

written by an organization to solicit proposals from outside vendors for a service or

product.

liiFi

Describes its requirements and expected deliverable in sufficient detail for vendors to
respond with realistic solutions.

iiii

Provides format requirements on what the proposal should include and how it should
be organized.

iir+

lncludes evaluation criteria to inform vendors of the organization's selection criteria
for their proposals,

ON THE WEB
For an online quiz
on proposals, go to
bedfordstmartins.com

/writingthatworks and
select Chapter

13.

Exercises
ON THE WEB

1.

Address an internal proposal to your supervisor, recommending that your company begin a tuition-refund plan or specific technology-training program. Propose
at least three major advantages to having either of these educational programs,
and present them in decreasing order of importance.

2.

You are a landscaping contractor and would like to respond to the following RFP,
which appears in your local newspaper:

For additional
exercises on writing
proposals, go to

bedfordstmartins.com

/writingthatworks and
selecl Chapter

13.
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Larnm-mowing agreement for the Town of Augusta, Oregon. Weekly mowing of
5 miles of Route 24 median and sidings, 10 acres in Willoughby Park, and 23 acres
at Augusta Memorial Golf Course, May 30 through September 30. Proposals are
due April 30.

Write a proposal in which you estimate the number of labor-hours the contract
would require, what you would charge, the ability of your staff and equipment
to do the job, your firm's experience and qualifications, and the weekly schedule
that you propose to follow.
Write a proposal letter to change a specific rule or regulation of an organization
to which you belong, such as your school, religious organization, professional
association, or fitness club. List the current rule or regulation, then present your
proposed changes and explain the advantages of your new rule. Address your
4.

short proposal to the president or head of the organization.
Imagine that you work as a proposal -,t'riter for an electronics company that makes
specialized equipment for the U.S. Nar.y. You have been informed that should
your company win a contract next year, a record will be kept of your performance
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assessments and evaluations. Both positive and negative information

will

be

recorded, such as quality reviews, over-budget cost reports, user comments,
and technical successes and failures (see <http://posts.same.org/kentuckiana
for detailed informa/S82007/ACASS%20Presentalion7o2}-Vo20Gilbertson.pdf>
tion on the Navy's Contractor Performance Assessment Reporting System). Draft
an internal proposal to your boss detailing this new information and suggesting
procedures and processes that could be put into place so that your company's
performance assessments and evaluations will be positive.
human resources coordinator of a large company, you've noticed an increase
in the number of employee medical emergencies, some serious, over the past two
years. Write an internal-proposal memo to your supervisor, offering plans that
would (1) contribute to employees' good health and (2) help employees respond
to medical emergencies. Plans for improving employees' health could include a
more comprehensive medical-benefits package, on-site health screening, stressmanagement and nutrition counseling, and corporate memberships to fitness
centers. Plans for helping employees handle medical emergencies could include
on-site CPR and first-aid training. Explain the benefits of each solution you
propose.

5. As a

6.

o',rryr business and want to expand your client base.
First, choose a small-business concept that interests you and identify a service or
product that such a business might provide. Prepare a one-page cost analysis for
a sales proposal that you would submit to a prospective client. Your cost analysis
should be clearly written and well formatted, and it should include the following
breakdown for the project:

Imagine that you run your

.
r
.
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Costofpersonnelorlabor
Cost ofoverhead
Cost of new equipment
Total cost ofproject

Submit any amounts you wish in these categories and change the category titles
as needed. Each category except total cost must contain at least four different line
items. For example, cost of personnel or labor might include the hourly rate for
the time the company president will spend on this project and the cost of other
staff specialists required on the project. Overhead might include the cost of support staff, supplies, company vehicles, and so forth. The cost of new equipment
would include the cost of items purchased solely for the client. Although you may
use any numbers you wish in the line items, all subtotals should equal the total
cost when added together.
7.

In Exercise 7 in Chapter 10, you were asked to imagine that you were a consultant
hired by a company that creates security systems for the average homeor,rmer.
Although its new wireless surveillance camera was supposed to work in low light
and transmit pictures up to 100 meters, your tests revealed that the camera's
picture and sound quality were negatively impacted by the interference of other
electrical equipment in the house, such as baby monitors, microwave ovens, and
cordless phones. Static noises and jumping lines made it nearly impossible to
understand the sound and picture.
Now, imagine that you are the head of the security systems company's development team. Based on the test report you wrote for Exercise 7 in Chapter 10,
write an internal proposal to the head of the company detailing the test results
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and requesting funds to hire an electronics consultant who specializes in solving
such problems.
a problem that you feel needs to be solved either at work or at school.
For example, the increasing number of students and limited number of parking
spaces are causing a major parking problem. Or sealed windows in your office
building are creating sick-building syndrome, and many employees are getting
ill more frequently and for longer periods of time. Your assignment is to write a
proposal offering a solution to the problem. (Your instructor maywant to approve
your topic selection.) Assume that your proposal is internal, and include the following in your proposal:

8. Identifu

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Transmittal letter
Executive summary

Introduction, body, and conclusion

Cost analysis (you may invent the numbers)
Time line or schedule of delivery
f. Description of vendor
Your completed proposal will be seven to ten pages long, with the executive summary less than one page, single-spaced. Your introduction, body, and conclusion
will be approximately three pages of text, lyz-spaced. Insert at least two visuals
within the text.

,,r,

l. In teams

ON THE WEB

of three to five members, review the description of the vendor included
in Figure 13-27 onpage 483 and develop and design an organizational sales pitch.
Referring back to this chapter, develop a rough draft, including an original layout
and design created by your team. Set priorities for the information to be included
and be creative in the manner you choose to present the information. Take
45 minutes to one hour to complete this assignment.

For more collaborative
classroom projects, go

to bedfordstmartins

.com/writingthatworks
and select Chapter
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2.

In teams of five to seven members, develop an internal proposal asking the dean's
office to upgrade or expand a facility, technology, or course offering (or another
topic approved by your instructor). Your proposal is due in three weeks. Spend
45 minutes developing a plan for completing your group's proposal. Refer to
Meeting the Deadline: The Time-Sensitive Proposal on pages 484486.
a. Your team will need to assign a project manager, a u'riting coordinator, a compiler, and a budget specialist.
b. Once chosen, the project manager will begin the session by introducing team
members, setting priorities, and determining and delegating tasks.
c. In a collective effort, make a list of the tasks that will need to be completed.
d. Decide what sections will be included in the proposal.
e. Develop a time line, including scheduling and sequencing of the tasks. Include
any other details you feel are relevant as you develop your plan.
As directed by your instructor, present your plan for how your team will meet the
deadline orally to the class or submit the plan in writing to your instructor. Submit

the finished proposal to your instructor.

Research
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Research Projects
Many government and research proposals have very specific instructions on the
format and content of each proposal. For example, a proposal's instructions may
speciff the number of characters per inch allowed in the text, and the size of the
margins and number of lines allowed per page. Assume that you and three other
classmates are interested in pursuing a career as professional grant writers for
medical and educational institutions. Research at least six specific grants dealing
with medical or educational products or research. Create a report of your findings
(review Chapter 10, Writing Informal Reports) that gives many examples of the
instructions you found and also explains why agencies that fund research projects
would be so specific about such seemingly inconsequential details.

For Exercise 2 in Chapter I0, you wrote an investigative report detailing back
injuries and worker's compensation claims at a Iarge online retailer. Research
warehouse equipment companies and manufacturers of safety equipment and
use your findings to create an internal proposal that comments on such issues
as the design of warehouse equipment, especially the kind that transports heavy
boxes, and makes suggestions for the purchase of new equipment that would help
the warehouse workers prevent injuries.

.).

Your high-tech company is interested in changing its security procedures to include
biometric verification technology. Employees' fingerprints or retina patterns (or
both) would now be scanned before they could enter top-secret areas. You have
been asked to investigate at least three Web sites of companies that provide this
kind of technology. Write a proposal letter to your boss that details how the technology works, the cost, and the advantages over traditional security methods.

4.

Assume that you run the Adult Basic Education (ABE) program at your local
county jail. Your job is to offer instructional and support seryices that will help
incarcerated adult students improve their literacy and English-speaking skills
through the high school level, to the point that they are ready, upon their release,
to continue and succeed in postsecondary education. Search the Web for educational grants that might help you meet your goals. You may apply for funds to
address potential courses in ABE, literacy, pre-adult secondary education, English
for speakers of other languages (ESOL), preliteracy ESOL, and adult diploma
classes, among others.

a. Begin by searching the Web site of your state's Department of Education, then
move to the federal agencies. Create a report of at least three sources of fund-

ing available, what they give money for, and the requirements for applying
for the funding. (These may include required forms, Iike letters of intent and
budget details.) Also note all of the deadlines.
b. Draft a proposal to your state's Department of Education that answers the questions in Considering Audience and Purpose: Writing Proposals on page 446.
c. Now rework your proposal draft according to the Writing Persuasive Proposals
checklist on page 450. Remember that you are arguing that your program has
the greatest need and offers the most for its students, so persuasive writing is
essential. (You won't be rewriting the proposal in a specific format for a specific
funding source unless you wish to but rather reworking the existing draft.)

ON THE WEB
For more research
proiects, go to

bedfordstmartins.com

/writingthatworks and
select Chapter
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